CIRCULAR

The Vice-Chancellor expects the teaching faculty in the Departments of Study to pursue courses offered through NPTEL in an effort to continuously update themselves and reflect the same in the teaching learning process.

The Vice-Chancellor intends to consider the credits obtained from NPTEL as being equivalent to having attended a Faculty Development Program. Hence the teaching faculties are informed to register for the NPTEL courses in the ensuing session.

The Vice-Chancellor intends to arrange for considering the credits obtained from NPTEL as being equivalent to having attended a Faculty Development Program, provided the teaching faculty attends the NPTEL course fully in all seriousness in the sense he/she takes the assignments and the final exam. It is mandatory to produce the certificate as a proof for having attended the course.
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To
All the Deans of Faculties
All the Heads of the Departments / Divisions
The Controller of Examinations
The Director, DDE
The Director, Academic Affairs
The Director, Centre for Research & Development
The Director, Centre for Academic Research
The Director, IQAC
The Director, Annamalai Innovation Centre
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